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Abstract:
Energy communities are key actors in the energy transition since they optimally interconnect renewable energy
capacities with the consumers. Despite versatile objectives, they usually aim at improving the self-consumption
of renewable electricity within low voltage electricity networks to maximize the revenues of the community.
In addition, energy communities are an excellent opportunity to supply renewable electricity to regional and
national grids. However, effective price signals have to be designed to coordinate the needs of the energy
infrastructure with the interests of local stakeholders.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the potentials of energy communities at the national level with a bottom-
up approach. A district energy system having a building scale resolution is modelled in a mixed integer linear
programming problem. The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is applied to reduce the computational time. The
methodology lies within the framework of renewable energy hub, characterized by a high share of photovoltaic.
Both investments into energy capacities and their operation are considered. The model is applied on a set of
typical districts and weather locations representative of the whole Switzerland.
The extrapolation to the national scale revealed a heterogeneous photovoltaic potential throughout the country.
The actual electricity tariffs promote maximal investment into photovoltaic panels in every region, reaching a
capacity of 28 GW and generating 32 TWh per year. Since the forecast national energy need is between 12
and 18 TWh per year, a coordinated design is needed to prevent unnecessary investments. An uncoordinated
design increases the total costs of the residential energy system by 31% and curtails 24% of the onsite gener-
ated electricity. Moreover, the CO2,eq emission of the unnecessary investment is equivalent to 9% of the actual
emissions in the residential sector.
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1. Introduction
In 2018, the European Parliament has emphasized the role of energy communities in the energy transition
and has set up directives to facilitate their creation [1]. Their purpose includes the penetration of renewable
energies, the reduction of energy poverty [1], the enhancement of technological acceptance [2] and the im-
provement of the democratic process [3]. Energy communities aim at supplying the energy needs with high
self-consumption of local energy sources. The reduction of the electricity grid reliance prevents costly grid
reinforcements, therefore supporting a rapid electrification of the heating and mobility services. By 2050, Pho-
tovoltaic (PV) installations are expected to represent 50% of the electricity generation capacity worldwide [4].
More specifically, in Switzerland, the electricity demand is expected to reach 55 TWh/yr in 2050, from which 33
TWh/yr will be supplied by hydro power [5, 6]. The remaining electricity will mainly be supplied by PV capacities
(11 TWh/yr), wind turbine (4.2 TWh/yr) and geothermal energy (4.3 TWh/yr). The success of PV integration
seems to rely on a coordinated integration of energy communities within the infrastructure [1]. The involvement
of these actors in investments and operation decisions dictates the energy flows exchanged between the com-
munities and the infrastructure, ultimately affecting the whole energy network structure.

The definition of an energy community is broad but a consensus estimates that it is a local energy system
possessing distributed sustainable energy conversion units, both on the supply and demand sides [2]. The
concept of energy hub is usually used to model such systems. Multi-energy sources supply a multi-service
demand with conversion units being optimally interconnected and operated. Extensive reviews have been
carried out on this topic [7, 8]. The scale considered varies from local energy hubs, such as a residential area to
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large scale systems including a whole country. Energy communities are usually built at the neighborhood scale
since the proximity facilitates the community governance while being large enough to promote an economy of
scale. Based on the literature review (Table 1), the scope of the studies mostly consider a single case study on
a neighborhood, resulting in a lack of generality. Some studies investigated the broad impact of local residential
systems with typical clusters and extrapolation but the scope relied on single building energy system [9, 10].
Therefore, the potential of energy communities to support the energy transition of the overall infrastructure with
renewable integration is yet not assessed.

Table 1: Literature review on energy communities: The resolution indicates the considered scale for the in-
vestment or demand profiles. The approach shows how the authors handled the complexity of the problem,
either by simplifications or by decomposition. The interdependent system feature highlights whether the study
considered decision interactions between buildings and between national and local decisions.

Case study Method Analysis

Scope Resolution Model Approach Regions
dependant

National
scope

Systemic
constraints

Interdependent
systems Reference

Country Building MILP Clustering � � � � [9]

Country Building MILP Clustering � � � � [10]

District Building MILP Pre-selection/profiles � � � � [11]

District Building MILP Profiles � � Grid � [12]

District District MILP Profiles � � � � [13]

City Building Simulation Pre-selection � � � � [14]

District Building Simulation Pre-selection/scenario � � � � [15]

District Building MILP Bi-level � � � � [16]

District District MILP Scenario � � � � [17]

District Building MILP Scenario � � � � [18]

District Building MINLP Bi-level � � Grid � [19]

District Building MILP Dantzig-Wolfe � � � � [20]

District Building MILP Dantzig-Wolfe � � � � [21]

District Building MILP Profiles � � � � [22]

District Building MILP Benders � � � � [23]

District Building MILP Bi-level � � Grid � [24]

District District MILP Rolling horizons
+ pre-selection � � � � [25]

Country Building MILP Dantzig-Wolfe
+ clustering � � Grid � This paper

Due to its network structure, modeling an energy community at the district scale with building scale resolution
usually exceed the computational power. Facing this problem, a popular method is to fix some degrees of
freedom by making assumptions and scenarios based on expert knowledge (Table 1). As an example, half of
the literature is assuming energy demand profiles or pre-determines the energy system configuration. To pro-
mote grid services and renewable energy supply, energy communities should be approached from a service
demand perspective rather than an energy demand one. This change of approach is beneficial since it does
not assume the type of conversion units [26]. Therefore, it provides flexibility to consider additional constraints,
such as the infrastructure capacity or trade-offs between investment and operational costs. In addition, consid-
ering each sub-systems within a single optimization reveals the inter-dependency of the decisions and do not
force the acceptance of a decision without accounting for the interests of the actors concerned [26]. Therefore,
assumptions and scenarios should be considered with care since they tend to oversimplify the view on the
problem. Despite the extensive literature existing on the topic of energy communities, a holistic framework is
usually not considered.

The main limitations found in the literature are the assumption taken on the type of conversion units installed
and the lack of systemic understanding on the role of energy communities. It is yet not clear to which ex-
tent these communities can supply renewable electricity to the national energy system considering the actual
infrastructure capacity. The performance extrapolation of various local case studies to the national scope is
very rare in the literature. Therefore, based on these research gaps, the present study aims at answering the
following research questions:

• What are the investment and operation decisions taken within energy communities?

• How does the decisions change with the geographic context?

• What is the potential for energy communities to supply renewable electricity in a country?

• What is the impact to consider the infrastructure capacity constraints?
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2. Methodology
The energy community is modelled as a renewable energy hub, being defined as a system optimally inter-
connecting multi-energy streams and conversion units [27]. Additionally, the energy hub is characterized by a
high share of renewable energy and aims at maximizing self-consumption. The renewable energy hub is at
the district scale within a low-voltage electricity grid deserved by a low to medium voltage transformer. Service
demands of each building, such as domestic hot water, domestic electricity and space heating, are supplied
by conversion units and a gas and electricity utility. A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation
optimizes the investment into conversion units and the operation of the energy system. The main decision
variables are the decision to install a unit (binary variables) and the size of the units installed (continuous vari-
ables). The conversion units include thermal units (air-water heat pumps, gas boilers, electrical heaters) and
storage units (thermal tanks and lithium ion batteries). PV panels are the main source of renewable electricity
and can be installed on the roof and facades of buildings. Their orientation is a decision variable as described
by Middelhauve et al. [27].

Energy and mass balances as well as heat cascade are the main constraints of the model. Electricity and
natural gas balances are applied at the building and district scale, allowing synergies between buildings and
between energy carriers. Equation (1a) shows the electricity balance between the building electricity fluxes
Ėgr

b,p,t and the LV/MV transformer exchanges Etr
p,t . A positive symbol represents an import of energy and a neg-

ative one an export. Decision variables are highlighted with bold characters. Additionally, technical constraints
are considered to model conversion unit and to account systemic capacity. Constraint (1b) is applied to re-
strict the power exchanged on the transformer level to a specified value Ė tr ,max . The electricity balance allows
sharing renewable electricity within the community to increase the self-consumption, thus reducing operating
costs and minimizing the transformer usage. To reduce computational burdens time series are clustered into
typical and extreme operating periods using the K-medoids algorithm. The model consider four sets: buildings
B, typical periods P, timesteps of the typical period T and units U. More details on the problem formulation
are given in the following thesis [9, 27].

∑
b∈B

(Ėgr ,+
b,p,t − Ėgr ,−

b,p,t ) · dp · dt = Etr ,+
p,t − Etr ,−

p,t ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T (1a)

Ė tr ,±
p,t ≤ Ė tr ,max ∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ T (1b)

2.0.1. Objective functions

The objective functions are described in (2a) to (2e). The total costs (TOTEX) encompass operating costs
(OPEX) and capital costs (CAPEX). The OPEX correspond to the annual energy costs and revenues from the
utilities. The electricity and gas retail tariffs are respectively cel ,+ and cng,+ and the feed-in tariff is cel ,−. The
variables Etr and Hgr ,+ correspond to the annual electricity and gas exchanges with the utility at the district
level. The CAPEX (Eq. 2c) encompass investments and replacement costs of conversion units. The costs
are annualized over an n years horizon with an interest rate i . The investment costs Cinv are linearized with
fixed (i c1,u) and variable (ic2,u) costs and multiplied by the bare modulus bu [9]. The CAPEX is dictated by two
decision variables, the decision to install a unit (yu) and the size installed (f u). When a conversion unit has
a lifetime lu lower than the project horizon n, the replacement cost is given by the number of replacements R
over the horizon n. Multi-objective optimization is performed to evaluate the solution space at the interplay of
two conflicting objectives, the operating and capital costs. One objective is upper-bounded by a pre-defined
values using an ε-constraint while the second objective is minimized. Pareto fronts are generated by varying
the ε-constraints and by exchanging the objectives constrained and minimized.

TOTEX = OPEX + CAPEX (2a)

OPEX = cel ,+ · Etr ,+ − cel ,− · Etr ,− + cng,+ · Hgr ,+ (2b)

CAPEX =
i(1 + i)

(1 + i)n − 1
(Cinv + Crep) (2c)

Cinv =
U∑

u=1

bu · (i c1,u · yu + i c2,u · f u) (2d)

Crep =
U∑

u=1

R∑
r=1

1
(1 + i)r ·lu · (i c1,u · yu + i c2,u · f u) (2e)
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2.1. Decomposition
The energy community model has a building scale resolution, with case studies up to 100 buildings. Due the
network structure and long computation time, the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is applied on the original MILP
problem. The methodology is described in detail in [27]. The constraint matrix of the original problem is block-
angular. Each building energy system represents a subsystem independent from other subsystems except
for the resources balance and capacity constraints, being linking constraints. The model is decomposed into
two problems: a master problem (MP) and several sub problems (SPs). Linking constraints, such as energy
balances, epsilon constraints or the transformer capacity are included in the MP and represent the district en-
ergy system problem. The MP receives building energy system designs from the SPs and selects an optimal
configuration for each building by a linear combination of the proposals. Each design account for an investment
into conversion units and associated energy flows with the district low voltage grid. Within an iteration loop, the
SPs find new design proposals based on price signals sent by the MP. The latter correspond to the dual values
of the linking constraints that are inserted in the SPs objective function as Lagrangian multipliers. The SPs are
formulated as reduced costs, meaning that a solution with a negative value has the potential to improve the
MP objective. The algorithm terminates when the SPs cannot find negative reduced costs.

2.2. Key performance indicators
Key performance indicators (KPI) are used to quantify solutions performance. The self-consumption (SC) is the
share of onsite generated electricity being consumed within the district. The self-sufficiency (SS) corresponds
to the share of the electricity demand being supplied by onsite generated electricity. PV curtailment is the share
of onsite generated electricity being neither self-consumed, nor sold to the grid. Finally, similarly to the total
cost, the global warming potential (GWP) accounts for both the construction and operation emissions from the
consumption of energy resources (3d) as described in [27]. Emissions related to conversion units installation
are taken from the Ecoinvent database and are calculated with the method IPCC 2013 and the version 3.6.

SC = (Egen − Ecurt − Etr ,−)/Egen (3a)

SS = (Egen − Ecurt − Etr ,−)/(Egen − Ecurt − Etr ,− + Etr ,+) (3b)

PVC = Ecurt/Egen (3c)

Gop =
∑
p∈P
t∈T

(
gel ,TR

p,t · (Etr ,+ − Etr ,−) +
∑
b∈B

gng
p,t · Hgr ,+

b,p,t

)
(3d)

2.3. Case Study
Since Switzerland possesses 17’844 LV/MV transformers [28], a kmedoid clustering algorithm is applied to
find the most representative districts. The case study is built under a geographic information system (GIS)
approach to adequately describe the energy demand and sources. Clustering features consider real-estate
typologies (heating surface, roof area, service demands, building category, construction year) and geographic
ones (annual solar irradiation, average temperature, infrastructure density). Typical Swiss weather profiles had
been assessed for each district by Stadler et al. [9]. With this approach, versatile district typologies are con-
sidered within a single case study. The five most representative districts are selected for this case study. The
representative roof area of each typical district is used for extrapolation to the national scale. Figure 1 presents
the distribution of each typical district within Switzerland and Figures 8 to 12 provide a geographical visualiza-
tion of the district in the Appendix. The present study aims at analysing the impact of energy communities on
the national energy system. Therefore, it is assumed that each district in Switzerland is an energy community.

Most data are open source and provided by the Swiss government. The building characteristics, such as the
height, heated areas or types of construction come from cantonal and federal Official Buildings Registry [29].
Energy standards such as the envelope heat transfer, building heat capacity and domestic electricity demand
as well as the internal and external heat gains are calculated based on Swiss national standard norms [30].
These data are used to build the 1R1C thermal model of the buildings [31]. The outdoor temperature and
solar irradiation come from Meteonorm [32]. These time series are clustered into ten typical periods and two
extreme periods using k-medoids clustering. The project horizon is 20 years and an interest rate of 2% is
taken. The electricity and gas retail tariff are respectively fixed to 0.27 CHF/kWh and 0.14 CHF/kWh and
the feed-in tariff is 0.17 CHF/kWh. These values are based on the average energy tariffs in Switzerland for
the years 2022-2023 [33]. The carbon content of electricity are taken from [34] and equals 0.1 kg CO2/kWhel
both at the import and export. More details on buildings, units and weather data parameters are detailed in [27].
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Figure 1: Typical districts distribution in Switzerland. The centroids differentiate the urban and weather typolo-
gies of Switzerland.

3. Results and Discussion
The discussion follows two axis. First, the decision trends taken within energy communities are analysed and
contextualised with their geographic and urban density characteristics. Multi-objective optimization between
the capital and operating costs is performed to extract the solution trends. Then, the solutions are aggregated
and extrapolated to the whole country. The potential of energy communities is analysed in terms of renewable
electricity supply. Finally, grid constraints and curtailment are applied to assess the cost and energy efficiency
impact of a coordinated and uncoordinated investment strategy.

3.1. Region specific Energy Community Investments
Investment trends into energy conversion units are summarized in Figure 2. The investment and operating cost
breakdown are presented respectively with red/yellow and green colors. The total cost of the system is located
on the right with the blue columns and the revenues from selling electricity corresponds to the white columns.
The figure shows the solution spectrum for the typical district 3, representing the countryside districts. The gas
boiler solution corresponds to the one with the lowest investment and highest operational cost. The latter is de-
creased by substituting the base load heat supply from the boiler with a heat pump. Then, the operating costs
are further decreased by a progressive investment into solar panels. Due to the profitable electricity tariffs, the
energy community reaches net zero operating cost with an average investments into PV units. The operating
costs are further decreased by an investment into batteries, allowing a larger investment into PV units and a
higher self-consumption. Depending on the interest of the actors, the energy community moves from a passive
energy consumer to a renewable electricity supplier for the utility. Similar solution trends are found throughout
the other typical districts, even though the magnitude of the investments varies. Figure 3 presents the pareto
optimal solutions for each of the typical district. Within the positive operating cost region solutions are similar
since they correspond to solutions with few PV integration. Therefore, heating and electricity services are
mainly supplied by purchasing energy from the grid and there is no interests into renewable electricity sharing.
On the other hand, within the region with high PV integration, the solutions diverge based on the geographic
location. The energy community with the lowest operating cost corresponds to the countryside one due to the
low building density, large roof surface area and a sufficiently large community allowing economies of scale.
On the other side, the district 4 has the highest operating cost, mainly due to the small size of the community.
Between the two extremum are located dense urban areas having a large economy of scale but a large energy
demand density and small mountain villages with low economies of scale and high thermal demand but large
roofs surfaces and high solar irradiation.

3.2. National scale impact of Energy Communities
The electricity tariff of today favors a high implementation of PV. Figure 4 presents a sensitivity analysis on
the annual renewable electricity generated by energy communities in Switzerland for a range of feed-in and
retail tariffs. Below a certain energy tariff, the PV investment is not profitable due to the affordable electricity
cost from the grid. The investment threshold is delimited by the lower black line. On the other side, the up-
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Figure 2: Cost breakdown of the pareto optimal so-
lutions for the district 3 (Figure 11). The left column
represents the costs. The right column stacks the
total cost (blue) and the electricity revenues (white).

Figure 3: Pareto front for the 5 typical districts. The
number refers to the district label in Figures 8 to 12.

per investment limit maps the region where the PV capacity reaches its maximum of 28 GW, representing an
annual electricity production of 32 TWh/yr. Since the PV potential varies throughout the typical districts, there
exists a spectrum of solutions. First, the district with high solar potential are activated at low electricity tariffs,
then investments with lower profitability are activated as the price signals sent by the national infrastructure
becomes more attractive. Actual energy tariffs promote a full investment into PV panels, reaching a potential
of 32 TWh/yr. However, the optimal PV deployment in Switzerland ranges between 12 and 18 TWh/yr [5, 35].
Therefore, the price incentives should be located in the yellow and green areas. As a conclusion, there is a
discordance between the price signals sent by grid operators and the needs of the infrastructure, which could
result into costly grid reinforcements or curtailment. Such situations are socially unfair since the former induces
costs to customers and the latter might render some investments unprofitable. Ultimately, this conflicting sit-
uation might generates mistrust in renewable deployments, therefore in the energy transition. In the following
section, the impact of curtailment is analysed in terms of energy efficiency and costs.

Figure 4: Yearly renewable electricity generation from PV units in energy communities for the whole Switzer-
land. The electricity supply is presented based on the electricity retail and feed-in tariffs. Data were calculated
for the minimum total costs.
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To support the analysis, two scenarios are considered. In the first one, an investment decision in PVs and heat
pumps is taken today. Then, PV curtailment is applied on the energy system. The operation and investment
into batteries are optimized with fixed sizes of PV and heat pump units. In the second scenario, the investment
and operation decisions of the overall energy systems are taken considering grid curtailment. Therefore, the
PV and heat pump capacities vary with the level of curtailment. The aim of these two scenarios is to assess the
impact of grid curtailment on a decision taken today. Figure 5 shows the load duration curve of the electricity
fluxes between energy communities and the national grid. The electricity tariffs promote a net export of elec-
tricity of 26 TWh/yr, 6 TWh/yr being self-consumed within the communities. The curtailed system reduces by
half the maximum export power. In the first scenario, most of the peak is removed while the base load remains
stable. This outcome is beneficial for the grid utility since the annual export is less intermittent and decreases
to 19 TWh. However, from the perspective of the households, the PV investment is oversized since the optimal
export with variable PV capacity would have been 15% lower (dashed red line).

Figure 5: Load duration curve of the electricity imports and exports for energy communities in Switzerland.
The unconstrained solution is constrained to reduce the maximum power peaks by half. Two design scenarios
are considered, one accounting curtailment in the investment decision (variable PV) and the other one being
imposed curtailment after investment decision (fixed PV).

Figures 6 and 7 further detail the energy efficiency, costs and impacts of the two scenarios. They compare
metrics to the level of annual electricity export. Based on the renewable needs of the national energy system,
an annual electricity export reduction by 8 TWh/yr is needed, decreasing the energy communities exports from
26 TWh/yr to 18 TWh/yr. With a fixed PV design, energy communities invest into batteries to compensate
the PV over-investment with self-consumption (Figure 6). For an electricity export reduction of 8 TWh/yr, the
battery investment is still not profitable and the SC and SS respectively increase to 18.5% and 50%. In the
second scenario, the consideration of the grid capacity in the planning phase decreases the PV capacity by
22%. This decreases the SS from 48% to 46% but increases the SC from 17% to 22% and minimized grid
curtailment (5%). The latter is 5 times higher in the first scenario (24%). While a coordinated design promotes
self-consumption with a well sized PV capacity, the uncoordinated one reduces export peaks only with curtail-
ment. The energy system is designed to generate large amount of electricity. Therefore, the high presence
of renewable electricity in energy communities makes the SS high and the system less flexible to reduce the
power peaks with self-consumption.

Since the peak shaving strategy of the second scenario is to decrease the PV capacity, the onsite generated
electricity decreases faster with peak reduction compared to the first scenario. To generate the renewable
electricity needs of the country, a peak reduction of respectively 41% and 58% is needed in the first and sec-
ond scenarios (Figure 7). This trend is as well visible on Figure 5 since the scenario with fixed PV capacity
has a flatter profile than the one with variable capacity. The oversized PV capacity and curtailment induces
a total cost difference of 31% between the two scenarios. The larger amount of electricity sold to the grid
in the first scenario do not compensate for the high investment cost on the contrary to the second scenario
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where the total costs are balanced between lower electricity revenues and lower investments. From the GWP
perspective, both scenarios are usually net negative since they contribute to reduce the carbon content of the
grid. At an electricity export reduction of 8 TWh/yr, the scenarios respectively decrease the GWP by -1.5 and
-2.1 kg CO2,eq /m2. This has to be contextualised with the actual Swiss GWP of the residential sector, being
6.6 kg CO2,eq /m2 [36]. The difference of 0.6 kg CO2,eq /m2 between the two scenario is due to the embodied
carbon content of the PV installation in the first scenario. It represents 9% of the Swiss residential GWP and
1.5% of the direct GWP in the whole country [36].

Figure 6: PV and battery capacity with PV indica-
tors for the two scenarios based on the level of elec-
tricity export reduction. A reduction by 8 TWh/yr of
the unconstrained solution is needed in Switzerland.

Figure 7: Energy fluxes with the utility, costs and CO2,eq
impact metrics. All values are given after extrapolation
to the whole country.

4. Conclusion
The objective of this paper was to highlight the decisions trends within energy communities and their inte-
gration in the national energy infrastructure. The community is modeled as a renewable energy hub with
investment into conversion units. Typical districts are considered to extrapolate the results to the national
scale. Multi-objective optimization and grid constraints are applied to meet the renewable electricity supply
from the communities to the forecast national needs in 2050. The main outcomes of the study are listed below:

• The investment trends are homogeneous throughout the typical energy communities, even though the
investment magnitude into solar panels differs between urban, countryside and isolated areas.

• The PV potential of the residential sector in Switzerland reaches 32 TWh/yr. The associated PV capacity
is 28 GW.

• The actual electricity tariffs promote an excessive PV integration in the national electricity system. Based
on national guidelines, the annual electricity supply from PV panels could exceed by a factor two the
demand, being between 12 and 18 TWh/yr.

• Uncoordinated price signals induce an oversized PV capacity. Grid constraints curtail 24% of the gen-
erated electricity and increase by 31% the total costs compared to a coordinated planning, where the
energy communities design their energy system based on the needs of the infrastructure. Moreover,
the GWP difference between the uncoordinated and coordinated designs represent 9% of the residential
total emissions.
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The presented results contribute to a better understanding on the decision inter-dependency between small
scale actors and national energy systems. The holistic approach encompassing various stakeholders within
a single optimization favors a coordinates energy transition and increases the technological acceptance into
a decision. Grid operators and national institutions should communicate properly the right price signals to
local stakeholders to prevent unfair investments and mitigate costs and emissions. The extension of the work
includes a better definition of the national infrastructure, accounting its energy flows and reinforcement costs.
To this extent, bi-level and nested decomposition methods have a high potential at linking optimization tools
modeling the various decision levels.

5. Fundings
The research published in this report was carried out with the support of the Swiss Federal Office of Energy
SFOE as part of the SWEET project acronym. The authors bear sole responsibility for the conclusions and the
results of the presented publication.

6. Appendix

Figure 8: Typical district 1: urban area Figure 9: Typical district 4: forest area

Figure 10: Typical district 2: suburban area
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Figure 11: Typical district 3: countryside area Figure 12: Typical district 5: mountain area

7. Nomenclature

Table 2: Nomenclature Table

Abbreviation Definition

PV Photovoltaic
MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming

CAPEX Capital cost
OPEX Operating cost
TOTEX Total cost

MP Master Problem
SP Sub Problem
KPI Key Performance Indicator
SC Self-Consumption
SS Self-Sufficiency

GWP Global Warming Potential
GIS Geographic Information System

Etr ,+ Electricity import from the low voltage transformer
Etr ,− Electricity export to the low voltage transformer
Egr ,+ Electricity import from the microgrid
Egr ,− Electricity export to the microgrid
Egen Onsite generated electricity
Ecurt Curtailed electricity
Hgr ,+ Natural gas import from the gas utility
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